ECPE Tutorial
‘EMC in Power Electronics’
11 - 12 March 2021 in Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Venue:

Hotel Holiday Inn Eindhoven
Veldmaarschalk Montgomerylaan 1
5612 BA Eindhoven | The Netherlands
Tel. +31 40 2358235
www.ihg.com/holidayinn

Organisation ECPE:
Ingrid Bollens
Tel. +49 911 – 81 02 88 - 10
Fax +49 911 – 81 02 88 28
ingrid.bollens@ecpe.org
www.ecpe.org

Dinner:
TBD

Tourist Information:
www.thisiseindhoven.com

Public Transport:
www.9292.nl/en
www.ns.nl/en

Taxi:
Tel. +31 40 4444440
www.cabcentrale.nl/taxi
How to get to venue:

**By public transport:**
Holiday Inn Eindhoven is situated opposite the Eindhoven Central Station. When leaving the Central Station, you choose “Uitgang Noord”. After leaving the train station walk to the left and go through the pedestrian tunnel. The hotel is located at walking distance (about 5 minutes).

www.9292.nl/en
www.ns.nl/en

**By plane:**
The *Amsterdam Airport Schiphol* is about 110 km away from Eindhoven. For the train itineraries from Amsterdam to Eindhoven please check: www.ns.nl/. It takes about 1.5 h to get to the venue by train.

The *Düsseldorf Airport DUS* is also about 116 km away from Eindhoven. It is possible to reach Eindhoven via Train and Flixbus or just by bus with two changes. Both possibilities take about 2.5 h. By car it takes 1.5 h to get to Eindhoven.

The *Eindhoven Airport* is about 8 km away from the venue. It takes about 15-20 minutes by car and the taxi costs from Eindhoven Airport to Holiday Inn Eindhoven are approximately 25,- €.

From Eindhoven Airport bus route 401 drives every 10 minutes to Eindhoven Central Station. Bus route 145 drives from Best to Eindhoven Airport, Flight Forum, Acht and Woensel to and from Eindhoven Central Station. During the days this bus runs twice an hours, at night and in the weekend every hour.

**By car:**

*From the North*
Arriving from Groningen and Leeuwarden take highway A28 and next the A50 Take exit Eindhoven City Centre or Rondweg Eindhoven and next follow signs Centraal Station Eindhoven. Our hotel is situated opposite Central Station Eindhoven.

*From the South*
Arriving from Venlo take highway A67. Arriving from Maastricht take highway A2. Take exit Eindhoven City Centre or Rondweg Eindhoven and next follow signs Centraal Station Eindhoven. Our hotel is situated opposite Central Station Eindhoven.
From the East
Arriving from Venlo take highway A67. Arriving from Emmen take highways A37, A28 and A50. Arriving from Doetinchem take highways A18, A12 and A50. Take exit Eindhoven City Centre or Rondweg Eindhoven and next follow the signs Centraal Station Eindhoven.

From the West
Arriving from Amsterdam, Utrecht and Den Bosch take highway A2. Arriving from Breda and Tilburg take highway A58. Take exit Eindhoven City Centre or Rondweg Eindhoven and next follow signs Centraal Station Eindhoven. Our hotel is situated opposite Central Station Eindhoven.

Holiday Inn Eindhoven provides a large private parking with 140 parking spaces. The parking costs will be 16,- € per car, per day. The entrance of the parking is at the backside of the hotel. The address is Pastoor Petersstraat 135, Eindhoven.
## Hotels in Eindhoven

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hotel Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Distance from Venue</th>
<th>Contact Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Hotel Holiday Inn Eindhoven**   | Veldmaarschalk Montgomerylaan 1 5612 BA Eindhoven | ⭐⭐⭐⭐   |                     | ☎️: +31 40 2358235  
✉️: info@hieindhoven.com  
🌐: www.ihg.com  
**Special rate for ECPE guests:** 94,00 Euro per night |
| **Hotel Pullman Eindhoven Cocagne** | Vestdijk 47 5611 CA Eindhoven | ⭐⭐⭐⭐   | 900 m from the venue | ☎️: +31 40 2326111  
✉️: H5374@accor.com  
🌐: all.accor.com  
**900 m from the venue** |
| **Inntel Hotels Art Eindhoven**   | Mathildelaan 1 5611 BJ Eindhoven | ⭐⭐⭐⭐   | 600 m from the venue | ☎️: +31 40 7513500  
✉️: infoeindhoven@inntel  
🌐: www.inntelhotel  
**600 m from the venue** |
| **Boutique Hotel Lumière**        | Hooghuisstraat 31A 5611 GS Eindhoven | ⭐⭐⭐⭐   | 850 m from the venue | ☎️: +31 40 2394950  
✉️: reception@hotel  
🌐: www.hotellumiere.nl/en/  
**850 m from the venue** |
| **City Hotel La Reine**           | Wilhelminaplein 3 5611 HE Eindhoven | ⭐⭐⭐⭐   | 1 km from the venue  | ☎️: +31 40 8200311  
✉️: info@hotellareine.nl  
🌐: www.hotellareine/  
**1 km from the venue** |